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ABSTRACT 

 

Legacy applications which are 16 bit architecture targeted and developed on 32 bit 

Windows server 2003 and windows xp operating system With the introduction of windows 

server 2008 64 bit and windows 7 64 bit in Microsoft. Users and developers are moving towards 

it as 64 Bit OS as it has many advantages as compared to 32 bit which provides only 4gb 

(gigabytes) of space for addressing where as 64 bit provides more than 128gb (gigabytes) which 

is larger workspace for applications to work hence scalability of the product is enhanced. 

As windows server 2008 and windows 7 64 bit OS applications can be used with 32 bit OS 

and software’s. If we compare 64 bit with 32 bit OS, 64 bit is faster, hard to run a 64 bit 

application in 32 bit environment and don’t support 16 bit applications so there is need for 

porting of 16bit application to 64 bit. If the windows application is ported to 64 bit then other 

layers of product such as firmware, Hardware environment, compiler & libraries and object code 

generated should also be migrated to support 64 bit platform. So in this project we port the entire 

16bit to 64 bit environment which involves porting [4] of other layers of the product to support 

64 bit. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Legacy application [1] is old technology that is used because it functions present for user needs 

even new technology and efficient methods are available in the modern applications. Software 

organizations worldwide working on different environment faces issues with legacy application 

due to incompatibility with modern technology. A distributed control system is one such 

environment that consists of legacy application i.e. builder to control various devices in 

distributed network.  

Builder is window application [3] that simulates in distributed control environment that 

internally consists of several sub components such as block builder, pascal editor and live editor 

which are 16bit. Block builder is sub component of builder which uses control of specific 

process to generate block hierarchy of distributed systems. The system can define different types 

of blocks such as basic blocks which are ready made by the system, type blocks that can be 

defined by block builder high level language and highest block in system is generated and named 

accordingly with definitions of system. Pascal editor is a pascal based programming language 

intended for application blocks which require calculations and data processing that enable user to 
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form type blocks of his own that can be used as basic blocks. Live editor is used for simulating 

the control process and equipment which is selected in block builder and is useful for execution 

of block.  

The legacy applications i.e. 16bit are able to run in 32 bit version of windows as it supports 

NTVDM process that provide 16bit simulated environment in 32 bit operating system which is 

not supported in current environment i.e. 64bit. Builder internal applications are converted to 

current technology by converting functions, data types and associated libraries. The ported 

builder windows applications are run by using windows on windows (WOW) protocols which 

take care of structural changes of windows for running application. After running in windows the 

communication between the components of system is done by using parsing interface. The 

parsing interface contains wrapper functions [5] that is used to adapt existing call or object to 

have different interface for library code and used to write error checking routines for pre-existing 

system functions and call other internal applications with little communication overhead. Porting 

of Legacy systems is done iteratively [2] which will give many advantages such as faster access, 

huge work space to work and most importantly it supports existing environment. 

 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

Builder is a window application type of software application that consists of different internal 

tools such as block builder, Pascal editor and live editor that runs in 64 bit environment. The 

builder application is started by using local running process of system that uses builder control to 

access message manager for establish communication with other components. The message 

manager contain windows messages and pipe messages where windows messages have process 

to start and pipe messages which consists of named pipe functions to communicate with parsing 

interface that uses wow protocols to start builder application. Builder application invokes block 

builder by using builder control that contains message manager to communicate with parsing 

interface and wow protocols to invoke block builder. Block builder is starts live editor or Pascal 

editor by using same communication methodology followed by builder application to invoke 

block builder by using message manager pipe functions.   

 

IMPLEMENTATION 

In our method builder applications such as block builder, live editor 16bit codes are taken with 

64 bit compiler and examine extent of warnings and determine shared components and 

dependencies in application where entire code/application is rewritten scratch that involves 

writing code by using latest windows header files and new data types and use wrapper functions, 

wow64 protocols to establish communication between applications of builder. Ensure code is 

compiled both in 32bit and 64bit windows and use compiler optimization features for optimizing 

performance and determine whether code is running in wow64 and test the code on different 

configurations and it working. Pascal editor is another component of builder which is ported to 

64bit by using third party application due to availability of full-fledged functionality of existing 

application. The replaced application is embedded in to builder and is called from builder control 

using pipe functions of message manager using parsing interface. The integrated ported 

application is tested both in 32 bit and 64 bit environment and is tested for feasibility of product 

and working of builder in distributed control environment. 
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    Fig-1. Control Flow in Builder Application 

 

ALGORITHM 

The algorithm followed for porting consist of mainly done in three phases such as pre- planning, 

development and testing of application. 

1. The pre-planning phases of algorithm consists of taking 16bit code of builder and 

compiles it with 32 bit and 64 bit compilers and examines extent of errors and warnings. 

2. Determine shared components and dependencies that originate from application and 

check header files, data types, Application Program Interfaces (API) of builder 

application. 

3. Check possibility of using third party applications in application. 

4. The development is major aspect in porting from 16bit to 64bit as it is scratch level code 

and some parts uses third party applications which  is to be modified on top of that 

integration of all sub components  of system. 

5. The development process start with modifying existing code by using latest windows 

header files, data types which is compiled in 32 bit and 64 bit environments and fix 

errors. 
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6. The application generated is integrated with WOW64 protocols to access the interface for 

communication with components of builder. 

7. The components which are using third party applications are integrated with message 

manager for communication with sub components and accessing builder. 

8. The testing phase consists of validation of functionality of ported components in builder 

application, checking full-fledged capabilities of existing system and working of 

interfaces is tested. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The method of porting legacy systems i.e. 16bit systems into modern technology i.e. 64bit 

system have been proposed which is a major problem in software organizations which is 

independent of dependecy between applications. Our method have been integrated with different 

internal applications found to be tremendos cut down time and effort which is required to execute 

application in modern environment and goal to make the application compatible with the 64bit was 

accomplished. The approach can be used in distributed control environment windows applications 

to control network devices connected in its range. 
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